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Introduction
Thank you for ordering this piece of creativity: I designed - well, actually built - the first in a moment I
wanted some distraction.
I never got so many response to a photo I uploaded before!
Thanks go to Djordje Mitic for the awesome white replica cases and semi-transparent key mats!

Power supply
The power circuit uses the 9V input of the ZX Spectrum to avoid overloading the 5V regulator.
The circuit makes sure the led brightness is independent of the input voltage.
The circuit and leds have been tested thoroughly.

-WarningMake sure to properly connect the supply voltage wires!
If connected wrongly the power board will get damaged and needs to be replaced.

Take care against scratches
Make sure to protect the top part of the case as it scratches easily!

Compatible ZX Spectrum boards
The Rainbow led case has been tested with:
-

Standard ZX Spectrum 48K board
Harlequin 48 rev G board

Details for these are found on the next pages.
All other boards that fit in a ‘rubber key’ ZX Spectrum case should be compatible.
Just make sure there are no parts of the board touching the small power supply circuit present in the top
part of the Rainbow led case.
You will need to find a suitable contacts to solder the supply wires for the circuitry to.

Original ZX Spectrum 16K/48K board

Fig 1

Fig 2

Pre-solder the pins of the 7805 voltage regulator as shown in figure 1.
Then solder the wires to the 7805 as shown in figure 2 (the blue arrow indicates the black wire
connection).
Always double check if there are no short circuits!

Fig 3
In case the 7805 has been replaced by e.g. a more efficient Traco Power switching voltage regulator, you
won’t be able to solder the wires on top of it, but instead solder them at the bottom of the board as shown
in figure 3.
Then solder the two wires to the 7805 or at the bottom.

Harlequin 48 rev G ZX Spectrum clone board
The Harlequin 48 rev G board has solder pads / a pin header with the needed supply voltage as shown
here:

Solder the red wire to the ‘9V’ pad / pin and solder the black wire to the ‘GND’ pad/pin.

Each Rainbow Led case is manually crafted by Ben Versteeg
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